CAREER HIGHLIGHTS IN WORKING IN THE FIELD OF
SYMMETRIES/DES

Started working in Symmetries/DEs in September 1964. Since then there have
been so many developments! The following will be discussed:
• A short biased overview of basic problems in Symmetries/DEs
• Highlights of work with superb collaborators (especially Sukeyuki Kumei,
Stephen Anco, Alexei Cheviakov, Temuer Chaolu, Greg Reid and Ian Lisle)
• Chronology of progress and major influences
• UBC MSc and PhD theses supervised
• Some Postdoctoral Fellows and young researchers mentored at UBC
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-A short biased overview of basic problems in Symmetries/DEs
A system of differential equations is compact description of a family of surfaces
(curves) in some multidimensional space. The surfaces are the solutions of DE
system.
Aims are to find solutions, properties of solutions or, more particularly,
solutions (the solution) satisfying given data (IVP /BVP).
This leads one to develop systematic procedures to seek, use and calculate
symmetries/conservation laws of given DE system without knowledge of
solutions of system.
A symmetry of a given DE system transforms each solution of the DE system to
solution of same system. In Symmetries/DEs, one seeks continuous symmetries
that act as continuous deformations (hence defined topologically) of solution
surfaces into solution surfaces.
Solution surfaces that don’t deform are invariant (similarity) solutions of the
symmetry (solution surfaces invariant under the symmetry).
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Every nontrivial DE system has infinite (uncountable) number of continuous
symmetries.
A conservation law of given DE system (in physical sense) is quantity that, for
given data, does not change in time (e.g., energy, momentum, angular
momentum, etc).
Thus main problems in Symmetries/DEs for a given DE system involve
combinations of following:
• How to find systematically symmetries/conservation laws
• How to use systematically symmetries
• How to calculate efficiently symmetries/conservation laws (and their uses)
Modern day computers and concomitant software development have made it
possible to perform many of the tedious calculations effectively and to make
subject amenable to wider audience, especially users in engineering, various
sciences and economics.
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In latter part of 19th century, Norwegian mathematician Sophus Lie showed how
to find systematically Lie groups of point transformations (acting
locally/invertibly on space of independent and dependent variables of given DE
system) leaving invariant DE system (now called point symmetries).
In case of PDE system, Lie discussed how to find corresponding invariant
solutions (Lie’s classical method).
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Highlights of work with superb collaborators

Nonclassical method for finding solutions of PDEs (Lie’s classical method is a
subcase)—work with Cole/Shtelen/Yan/Chaolu

Use of point symmetries to solve boundary value problems

Use of point symmetries to determine whether given PDE system can be
mapped invertibly to some PDE system in target class completely characterized
by its point symmetry properties as well as to set up procedure to find mapping
when one exists (two notable examples: given PDE system is nonlinear and
target class is any linear PDE system; given PDE system is linear with variable
coefficients and target class is any linear PDE system with constant
coefficients)—work with Kumei
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Direct Method to find systematically local conservation laws of a given DE
system—work with Anco

Use of conservation law multipliers to determine whether a given nonlinear PDE
system can be mapped invertibly to some linear PDE system and to set up
procedure to find mapping when one exists—work with Anco/Wolf

Systematic procedures to find nonlocally related systems for given PDE system
(emanating from any of its conservation laws, from any of its point symmetries,
from any nonlocally related subsystem—including those arising after
transformation of variables), yielding trees of equivalent nonlocally related
systems—work with Ma/Shtelen/Doran-Wu /Anco /Cheviakov /Yang/
Ivanova/Chaolu/Kumei/Reid/ Ganghoffer/Lisle
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Use of point symmetries of such nonlocally related systems to yield nonlocal
symmetries of given PDE system. Correspondingly one can find,
systematically, further invariant solutions, non-invertible mappings of
nonlinear PDEs to linear PDEs, non-invertible mappings of linear PDEs with
variable coefficients to linear PDEs with constant coefficients, nonlocal
conservation laws, etc—work with
Kumei/Reid/Ma/Shtelen/Anco/Cheviakov/Ivanova/Ganghoffer/Yang

Extensions of such nonlocality methods to multidimensional situation—work
with Reid/Anco/Cheviakov/Ganghoffer
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Chronology of Progress and Major Influences

1961: advice from first year chem prof at UBC, Basil Dunnell: do Math and
Physics
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1963: summer after 3rd year: pursued my interest in meteorology—got a summer
position with chief meteorologist for BC at Vancouver Airport.
• After month at airport, spent rest of summer with UBC algebraist David
Murdoch.

• Studied various books on my own (eg. Jacobson) and audited grad course
on algebra—fell in love with Galois theory. Amazed at how one could use
symmetry to solve long standing problems.
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1964: graduation year: initially accepted position with Canadian Meteorological
Service with full pay while going to grad school in meteorology at McGill or
Toronto.
• applied for grad school in applied math at Caltech, MIT and Stanford
• won Woodrow Wilson Fellowship
• chose Caltech since it was only school offering course on symmetries:
AMa 251ab: Application of Group Theory: Applications of group theory to
differential equations and to physics, in particular quantum mechanics, will be
discussed. Mathematical topics to be covered include: Basic concepts of group
theory. Infinitesimal transformations and Lie algebras. General notions of
group representations. Detailed discussion of classical groups (symmetric,
orthogonal, unitary, Lorentz, etc.) and of their representations. Not offered in
1964-65.
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1964: First quarter at Caltech: Gerald Whitham requires all AMa students to
take his topics course on calculus of variations in preparation for Whitham’s
research on nonlinear wave phenomena (text: Gelfand and Fomin: Calculus of
Variations). All students must lecture on a related topic.
With my interest in symmetry, I chose Noether’s theorem and gave 4.5 hours of
lectures. I was amazed by this theorem but did not like it—it seemed artificial to
me—why should one need to construct a Lagrangian to find CLs and also what
about the situation for non-variational systems. I started fooling around and
made some progress by trying a more direct approach.
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1965/66: two quarters of Application of Group Theory course offered by Paco
Lagerstrom. Very influenced by Julian Cole’s 3rd quarter course on
dimensional analysis, scaling symmetries and Lie reduction of ODEs.
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1966: started serious research on symmetries and DEs under supervision of Cole
(primarily) and Lagerstrom. PhD thesis completed in November 1967—six
chapters, including the following items:
* how to use invariance under Lie groups of point transformations to solve
boundary value problems
* introduction of nonclassical method
*applications to finding similarity solutions of the linear heat equation (Lie
found group for this PDE), Fokker-Planck equations, hyperbolic equations,
nonlinear heat conduction
*chapter on properties of the conformal group
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1967: ask visitors to Caltech whether they had seen anything related to what I
had done; was sure that someone else must have discovered what I had found.
Visitor from Oregon State U, Hoffman, has amazing set of filing cards listing
literature of interest; learn about Ovsiannikov’s work—in particular paper
written in 1959 (in Russian) in Doklady on “Group properties of the nonlinear
heat conduction equation” that is in Caltech library—learn that he has done
group classification of nonlinear heat conduction equation but did not find
corresponding group invariant (similarity) solutions.
Also learn about existence of Ovsiannikov’s 1962 book (in Russian) Group
Properties of Differential Equations as well as 1962 paper by Müller and
Matschat (in German) on “About finding similarity solutions of PDE systems
through the use of transformation groups, with applications to problems of fluid
physics”; translate this brilliant paper.
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Soon thereafter Müller visits Caltech (he is director of Max Planck Institute for
Fluid Dynamics in Göttingen).
Cole visits Moscow later in 1967 and gets copy of Ovsiannikov’s book which is
translated quickly—anxious to see if Ovsiannikov has done what is to be in my
almost completed thesis.
Turns out that only duplication is group classification of nonlinear heat
conduction equation; surprised to find no consideration of boundary conditions
(Ovsiannikov states that Lie theory, being a local theory, is not applicable to
BVPs).
Learn that nonclassical method seems to be original.
Thesis work not in vain!
1967: PhD thesis completed: Construction of Solutions to Partial Differential
Equations by the Use of Transformation Groups
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1968: I am speaker at International Congress of Applied
Mechanics at Stanford University (meet Lev Ovsiannikov
for first time as well as rest of Soviet delegation and Robert
Miura)
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1968: Miura JMP paper “Korteweg-de Vries equation and generalizations. I. A
remarkable explicit nonlinear transformation”; Miura/Gardner/Kruskal JMP
paper “Korteweg-de Vries equation and generalizations. II. Existence of
conservation laws and constants of motions”
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1969: nonclassical method introduced in J Math Mech paper with Cole “General
similarity solution of the heat equation”
1970: meet Martin Kruskal for first time at ICM in Nice (unfortunate
circumstances)

1971: paper “Similarity solutions of the one-dimensional Fokker-Planck
equation”
1972?: meet Carl Wulfman (U Pacific, Stockton CA) in connection with
Chemistry conference at UBC.
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Visit U Pacific for first time and meet his brilliant student Sukeyuki Kumei—
become external examiner for Kumei’s MSc thesis; learn about higher order
(Noether, Lie-Bäcklund) symmetries. On later visit, meet Nail Ibragimov

1972: Anderson/Kumei/Wulfman Phys Rev Lett paper “Generalization of the
concept of invariance of differential equations”
1974: speaker at Conference on Similarity and Similitude in Applied Mechanics
at U Calgary—again meet Ovsiannikov as well as Peter Olver for first time
(grad student at Harvard U)
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1974:

1974/75 sabbatical at Tel Aviv University—teach course on Symmetries/DEs—
one of students is Philip Rosenau (later writes papers on Symmetries/DEs with
Peter Olver)
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1975: Kumei JMP paper “Invariance transformations, invariance group
transformations, and invariance groups of the sine-Gordon equation”
1975: Steudel paper “Noether’s theorem and the conservation laws of the
Korteweg-de Vries equation”
1975: Wahlquist and Estabrook JMP paper “Prolongation structures of nonlinear
evolution equations”
1977: Olver JMP paper “Evolution equations possessing infinitely many
symmetries”
1978: Magri JMP paper “A simple model of the integrable Hamiltonian
equation”
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1979 :

1979: Anderson and Ibragimov book: Lie-Bäcklund Transformations in
Applications
1979: Wulfman J. Phys A paper “Limit cycles as invariant functions of Lie
groups”
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1980: JMP paper with Kumei “On the remarkable nonlinear diffusion equation
(a(u + b) − 2 u x ) x − ut = 0" (introduces idea of mapping nonlinear PDE to linear
PDE through mapping of higher-order symmetry recursion operator for
nonlinear PDE to natural recursion operator arising from point symmetry of
target equation)
1980: SIAM J Appl Math paper “On the transformation of diffusion processes
into the Wiener process”—solves and extends solution of problem posed by
Kolmogorov on mapping diffusion processes into the Wiener process (previous
restricted solution obtained by Cherkasov)—uses idea of mapping symmetry
generators of give PDE to symmetry generators of target PDE when target PDE
has a maximal group for equation of its type
1982: Kapcov: Doklady paper “Extension of the symmetry of evolution
equations”
1982: Ovsiannikov book: Group Analysis of Differential Equations
1982: Korobeinkov paper “Certain types of solutions of Korteweg-de VriesBurgers’ equations for plane, cylindrical, and spherical waves” (in Russian)
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1982: SIAM J Appl Math paper with Kumei “When nonlinear differential
equations are equivalent to linear differential equations”—related to work in
Kumei PhD thesis
1983: SIAM J Appl Math paper “On mapping linear partial differential
equations to constant coefficient equations”—significant
generalization/simplification of results in 1980 SIAM mapping paper
1984: Krasil’shchik and Vinogradov Acta Appl. Math, paper “Nonlocal
symmetries and the theory of coverings: an addendum to A. M. Vinogradov’s
‘Local symmetries and conservation laws’”
1984: Wu paper “Basic principles of mechanical theorem proving in elementary
geometries”
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1985:

1985: Varley and Seymour Stud Appl. Math paper “Exact solutions for large
amplitude waves in dispersive and dissipative systems”

Seymour, Brian
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1985: paper with Gregory “On transformations of the biharmonic equation”
1986:

1987: speaker at NSF meeting on Symmetry Group Methods in Differential
Equations organized by Ian Anderson at Utah State U—very much influenced
by open forum (organized by Anderson and Olver) at end of meeting on what
can be done on nonlocal symmetries?: had published 1987 JMP paper with
Kumei on “On invariance properties of the wave equation” where new type of
nonlocal symmetry introduced.
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Forum discussion influences and necessitates writing of 1988 JMP paper with
Kumei and Reid “New classes of symmetries for partial differential equations”
where potential symmetries first appear (but terminology “potential symmetry”
first introduced in 1989 book)

1987: Mikhailov, Shabat and Yamilov paper “The symmetry approach to the
classification of nonlinear equations. Complete lists of integrable equations”
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1987: Kersten monograph Infinitesimal Symmetries: a Computational Approach
1987: Sarlet/Cantrijn/Crampin J Phys A paper “Pseudo-symmetries, Noether’s
theorem and the adjoint equations”

1987: Olver and Rosenau SIAM J Appl Math paper “Group-invariant solutions
of differential equations”
1988: JMP paper with Kumei “Exact solutions for wave equations of twolayered media with smooth transition”
1988: paper with Reid “New symmetries for ordinary differential equations”
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1989: Clarkson and Kruskal JMP paper: “New similarity solutions of the
Boussinesq equation”
1989: Levi and Winternitz JMP paper: “Non-classical symmetry reduction:
example of the Boussinesq equation”—shows that all solutions obtained through
Direct Method of Kruskal/Clarkson are obtained by nonclassical method.

.
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1989: Krasil’shchik and Vinogradov Acta Appl. Math paper “Nonlocal trends in
the geometry of differential equations: Symmetries, conservation laws, and
Bäcklund transformations”
1989: Vinogradov (Ed) book Symmetries of Partial Differential Equations:
Conservation Laws, Applications, Algorithms
1989:

(reprinted with corrections 1996; Chinese edition 1991)—first
use of terminology “potential symmetry” to describe new symmetries in 1988
JMP paper
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1989:

1989: King paper “Exact solutions to some nonlinear diffusion equations”
1990: speaker at XVIII International Colloquium on Group Theoretical Methods
in Physics, Moscow, USSR, also give seminar at Moscow State University—
meet Alexander Vinogradov, Josef Krasil’shchik, PHM Kersten, Wilhelm
Fushchich and Vladimir Shtelen for first time
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1990: visit U Jena in East Germany where I meet Hans
Stephani for the second time and his PhD student Thomas
Wolf (for first time).

1990: meet future students Patrick Doran-Wu and Alan Boulton during visit
to Oxford U
1990: EJAM papers with Kumei “Symmetry-based algorithms to relate partial
differential equations. I. Local symmetries; II. Linearization by nonlocal
symmetries” –use of terminology “potential symmetry” for first time in
published paper—terminology used in our 1989 book; further
generalizations/simplifications of mappings by invertible transformations
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1990: SIAM J Appl Math paper “Invariant solutions of ordinary differential
equations”—important geometrical interpretations
1991: speaker at NSF meeting on Similarity Solutions of Differential Equations
at U Pittsburgh—meet Grigory Barenblatt

1991: Reid EJAM paper “Algorithms for reducing a system of PDEs to standard
form, determining the dimension of it solution space and calculating its Taylor
series solution”
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1991: Akhatov/Gazizov/Ibragimov J. Sov. Math paper “Nonlocal symmetries:
Heuristic approach”
1991:
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1992: Nucci and Clarkson paper: “The nonclassical method is more general than
the direct method for symmetry reductions. An example of the FitzhughNagumo equation.”

1992:
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1992: speaker at meeting on Nonlinear Boundary Value Problems in Science
and Engineering at U Wollongong, Australia—meet Philip Broadbridge for
first time
1992: speaker at NATO Advanced Research Workshop on Applications of
Analytic and Geometric Methods to Nonlinear Differential Equations in Exeter,
UK—meet Peter Clarkson for first time
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1992: speaker at international workshop on Modern Group Analysis: Advanced
Analytical and Computational Methods in Mathematical Physics, Catania
Italy—meet Ovisannikov for the last time, meet Giuseppe Saccomandi,
Mariano Torrisi, NinoValenti and Samarskii for first time; interesting
interactions at this legendary meeting involving Ovsiannikov, Ibragimov, Olver,
Fushchich and Clarkson
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1993:

1993: Pucci and Saccomandi J Phys A paper “Potential symmetries and
solutions by reduction of partial differential equations”
1993: paper “Use and construction of potential symmetries”
1994: Fokas and Liu paper “Generalized conditional symmetries and exact
solutions of nonintegrable equations”
1995: speaker at meeting honouring Julian Cole on Asymptotic and
Computational Methods for Applications, RPI, Troy NY (last time I saw Cole).
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1995: Acta Appl Math paper with Doran-Wu “The use of factors to discover
potential systems or linearizations”
1996: Reid/Wittcopf/Boulton EJAM paper “Reduction of systems of nonlinear
partial differential equations to simplified involutive forms”
1996: JMP paper with Anco “Derivation of conservation laws from nonlocal
symmetries of differential equations”
1996: J Phys A paper with Shtelen “New classes of Schrodinger equations
equivalent to the free particle equation through non-local transformations”
1997: Phys Rev Lett. paper with Anco “Direct construction of conservation laws
from field equations”
1997: JMP paper with Anco “Nonlocal symmetries and nonlocal conservation
laws of Maxwell’s equations”
1997: Sheftel monograph A Course on Group Analysis of Differential
Equations. Part II. Ordinary Differential Equations (in Russian)
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1997:
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1998: EJAM paper with Anco “Integrating factors and first integrals for
ordinary differential equations”
1999: Cheb-Terrab and Roche paper “Integrating factors for second-order
ODEs”
1999: Dresner book Application of Lie’s Theory of Ordinary and Partial
Differential Equations
2000:
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2000:

2002: Wolf EJAM paper “A comparison of four approaches to the calculation
of conservation laws”
2002: EJAM papers with Anco “Direct construction method for conservation
laws of partial differential equations. Part I: Examples of conservation law
classifications; Part II: General treatment”
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2002:

(Chinese editions: in English 2004; in Chinese 2009)
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2002:

2004: Popovych and Ivanova J Phys A paper “New results on group
classification of nonlinear diffusion-convection equations”
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2004: Saccomandi J Phys A paper “A remarkable class of non-classical
symmetries of the steady two-dimensional boundary-layer equations”
2004: JMAA paper with Shtelen “Nonlocal transformations of Kolmogorov
equations into the backward heat equation”
2005: EJAM paper with Yan “Nonclassical potential solutions of partial
differential equations”
2005: JMP paper with Chaolu “Comparing symmetries and conservation laws of
nonlinear telegraph equations”
2005: JMP paper with Cheviakov “Framework for potential systems and
nonlocal symmetries: Algorithmic approach”
2005: Popovych and Ivanova J Phys A paper “Potential equivalence
transformations for nonlinear diffusion-convection equations”
2005 Popovych and Ivanova J Math Phys paper “Hierarchy of conservation laws
of diffusion-convection equations”
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2005: Hereman paper “ Symbolic computation of conservation laws of nonlinear
partial differential equations of nonlinear partial differential equations in multidimensions”

2006: JMAA paper with Chaolu/Anco “New conservation laws obtained directly
from symmetry action on a known conservation law”
2006: JMP paper with Cheviakov/Ivanova “Framework for nonlocally related
partial differential equations systems and nonlocal symmetries: Extension,
simplification, and examples”
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2007: Cheviakov paper: “GeM software package for computation of symmetries
and conservation laws for differential equations”
2007:

Galaktionov and Svirshchevskii book Exact Solutions and
Invariant Subspaces of Nonlinear Partial Differential Equations in Mechanics
and Physics
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2008: Kunzinger and Popovych paper “Potential conservation laws”
2008: Acta Appl. Math. paper with Anco/Wolf “Invertible mappings of
nonlinear PDEs to linear PDEs through admitted conservation laws”
2008/2009: Ivanova/Popovych/Sophocleous papers on potential symmetries and
conservation laws
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2010: JMP paper with Cheviakov “On locally and nonlocally related potential
systems”
2010: JMP papers with Cheviakov “Multidimensional partial differential
equations systems: Generating new systems via conservation laws, potentials,
gauges, subsystems; Nonlocal symmetries, nonlocal conservation laws, exact
solutions”
2010

(Chinese edition in progress; new edition in progress)
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2010: Carl Wulfman’s book: Dynamical Symmetry

2011: paper with Ganghoffer “Connecting Euler and Lagrange systems as
nonlocally related systems of dynamical nonlinear elasticity”
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2011:

2012: J Symb. Comp. paper with Dridi “New solutions for ordinary differential
equations”
2013: JMP paper with Yang “A symmetry-based method for constructing
nonlocally related PDE systems”
2014: J Eng Math paper with Yang/Tian “Nonclassical analysis of the nonlinear
Kompaneets equation”
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2014: JMAA paper with Chaolu “An algorithmic method for showing existence
of nontrivial nonclassical symmetries of partial differential equations without
solving determining equations”
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UBC MSc and PhD theses supervised in Symmetries/DEs
1970-74 PhD student Fausto Milinazzo from UBC Math—thesis on numerical
solutions based on similarity for Stefan problems (moving boundary problems
for the heat equation—connected with melting/freezing) Thesis title: Numerical
Algorithms for the Solution of a Single Phase One-Dimensional Stefan Problem.
Related paper appeared in 1975 in ZAMM. (retired prof, Royal Rhodes
University, Victoria BC)—1 co-authored paper
1977-80 MSc student Richard Lee from UBC Math. Thesis title: Similarity
Solution of a Fokker Equation with a Moving, Absorbing Boundary, then
worked at TRIUMF (nuclear facility at UBC) as an analyst; currently three times
elected member of BC legislature
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1977-81 PhD student Sukeyuki Kumei from Japan (BSc Chem, MSc Physics
from U Pacific)—Thesis title: A Group Analysis of Nonlinear Differential
Equations (retired prof, Shinshu University, Nagano, Japan)—9 co-authored
papers and 1 co-authored book
1987-92: PhD student Ian Lisle from Australia (MSc Soil Science; cosupervisor Greg Reid)—Thesis title: Equivalence Transformations for Classes
of Differential Equations (prof, U Canberra, Australia)
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1988-90: MSc student Alex Ma from Hong Kong (B.ApSc UBC EE)—thesis
title: Extended Group Analysis of the Wave Equation (working in industry,
Toronto?)
1990-93: MSc student Alan Boulton from Oxford UK (BSc Math, cosupervisor Greg Reid)—Thesis title: New Symmetries from Old Exploiting Lie
Algebra Structure to Determine Infinitesimal Symmetries of Differential
Equations (working in industry, UK?)
1992-96: PhD student Patrick Doran-Wu from Australia (BSc in EE (Western
Australia), MSc in AMath from Oxford UK, co-supervisor Greg Reid)—Thesis
title: Extension of Lie’s Algorithm; a Potential Symmetries Classification of
PDEs (working in industry, Perth, Australia)—1 co-authored paper
1997-99: MSc student Theodore Kolokolnikov from U Waterloo (BSc
Math/CpSc)—Thesis title: Connections Between Symmetries and Integrating
Factors of ODEs (PhD UBC –supervisor Michael Ward, prof at Dalhousie U,
Nova Scotia)
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2001-03: MSc student Dennis The from U Waterloo (BSc Math, co-supervisor
Stephen Anco)—Thesis title: Nonlocal Symmetries and Nonlocal Conservation
Laws of Maxwell’s Equations in Four-dimensional Minkowski Space (PhD
McGill—supervisor Niky Kamran, PDF in Texas?)
2008-10: MSc student Andy Wan from UBC (B.ApSc Eng Phys, co-supervisor
Alexei Cheviakov)—Thesis title: Finding Conservation Laws for Partial
Differential Equations (PhD student in engineering at Ecole Polytechnique,
Montreal)
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2009-13: PhD student Zhengzheng Yang from China (MSc Math Academica
Sinica in Beijing, co-supervisor Alexei Cheviakov)—Thesis title: Nonlocally
Related Partial Differential Equation Systems, the Nonclassical Method and
Applications (now looking for a position in China)—3 co-authored papers
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2011-12: MSc student Jeremy Hoskins from UBC (BSc Math/Phys, cosupervisor Alexei Cheviakov)—Thesis title: The Application of Symmetry
Methods and Conservation Laws to Ordinary Differential Equations and a
Linear Wave Equation (PhD student in Applied Math, U Michigan)

(also supervised or co-supervised four more Masters students [two in Statistics,
one in Journalism] and three more PhD students [one in asymptotics and one in
elasticity])
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Some Postdoctoral Fellows and young researchers mentored at UBC:

Greg Reid—3 co-authored papers (prof, Western U, London, Ontario)

Stephen Anco—10 co-authored papers and 2 co-authored books (prof, Brock U,
St Catharines, ON)

Vladimir Shtelen—3 co-authored papers (prof, Rutgers U, NJ)

Temeur Chaolu—5 co-authored papers (dean, Shanghai Maritime University)

Zhenya Yan—1 co-authored paper (prof, Chinese Academy of Sciences,
Beijing)
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Natasha Ivanova—1 co-authored paper (Math Institute, Kyiv)

Alexei Cheviakov—11 co-authored papers and 1 co-authored book (prof, U
Saskatchewan)

Raouf Dridi—1 co-authored paper (PDF UBC Physics)

Alexander Bihlo—1 co-authored paper (PDF, Memorial U, Newfoundland)
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HEROS

CHIUNE SUGHIARA (Japanese vice-consul in Kaunas, Lithuania in 1940)
and his wife YUKIKO SUGIHARA
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